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This paper is dedicated to the study of a new class of light-induced parametric scattering recently found in
photorefractive Sr0.61Ba0.39Nb2O6:Cr sSBN:Crd. The scattering consists of polarization-isotropic cones in-
duced by two pump beams and forming series of vertical lines on the observation screen. It is due to a type of
4WM processes between pump and scattering waves involving the fundamental grating recorded by the pump
beams. A complete phenomenological analysis of the new 4WM model is presented. The scattering hysteresis
under external fields and the temperature evolution of the new scattering are studied. It is shown that the
parametric scattering is a useful tool for studying ferroelectric and relaxor properties of SBN.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Propagation of laser beams in crystals with a high photo-
refractive nonlinearity often results in light-induced scatter-
ing. The particular interest in this effect has grown consider-
ably during the last decades due to various fundamental and
technological aspects. High amplification rates reported for
photorefractive scattering encourage its use for different non-
linear optical applications like, e.g., amplification and trans-
mission of weak optical signals and images,1,2 mixing of
mutually incoherent beams,3 etc. Because of its photorefrac-
tive origin, light-induced scattering contains information
about electric charge transport mechanisms and various ma-
terial constants, and therefore is an effective tool for contact-
less characterization of materials.4–7 Light-induced scattering
is seeded by coherent optical noise originating from optical
inhomogeneities of the crystal. These seed waves interfere
with pump waves of the transmitted part of the incident light.
They record a large variety of elementary refractive index
gratings via the photorefractive effect.8 Mutual diffraction of
seed and pump waves on these noisy gratings results in an
enhancement of the coherent noise, and light-induced scat-
tering develops. Usual two-wave mixing processes9 involve
only one seed wave and one pump wave and result in wide-
angle scatteringsalso called beam fanningd. The angular dis-
tribution of the scattered light can be strongly asymmetric
fone-lobe pattern in SrxBa1−xNb2O6 sSBNd and BaTiO3

10,11g
or more or less symmetricstwo-lobe pattern in doped
LiNbO3 and LiTaO3

12d, depending on the particular type of
photorefractive response of the crystal. A more complicated
and impressive type of light-induced scattering is parametric
scattering, which results in a rich variety of different ring and

line patterns on a viewing screen behind the crystal.13,14This
type is due to four-wave mixings4WMd processes where two
pump and two seed waves are involved. The spatial geom-
etry of the scattering pattern is defined by the phase-
matching conditions of the corresponding 4WM process, and
the intensity of scattered light depends on the efficiency of
the wave mixing.

The direct correlation between photorefractive and ferro-
electric properties was shown by studying beam fanning in
SBN.15,16 Taking into account the direct dependence of the
efficiency of the scattering processes on the state of the spon-
taneous polarizationPs, it was suggested17 that a temperature
study of light-induced scattering in photorefractive ferroelec-
trics is an especially promising tool for studying the evolu-
tion of the polar structure in the vicinity of the phase transi-
tion. A progress in the theoretical study of the processes of
parametric amplification of scattered light is important for
further development of a general 4WM theory. Developing a
deeper understanding of parametric mixing of pump beams
with coherent noise is a task not only for photorefractive
ferroelectrics in particular, since parametric scattering is a
general effect found in many optical materials with different
types of nonlinearity.18–21

The first extended classification of parametric scattering
by different 4WM processes proposed in Ref. 22 is based on
the following phase-matching conditions:

rings: ka + kb = kd + kg, s1d

lines: ka − kb = kd − kg. s2d
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These conditions parametrically couple the wave vectors
k of the pump wavesa, b and the seed wavesg, d via pairs
of identical gratings recorded by combinations of different
seed and pump waves:g−b and d−a. At the same time,
diffraction of the wavesa andb on these gratings enhances
the seed wavesd and g. In the general case, waves in Eqs.
s1d and s2d may participate in different variants of 4WM. A
geometry with two noncollinear pump laser beams is most
convenient for studying parametric scattering. 4WM pro-
cesses described by the phase-matching conditions Eq.s1d or
Eq. s2d form scattering cones oriented parallell or perpen-
dicular to the bisector of the pump angle 2up between two
pump beams, respectively. The first type of cones results in
rings, while the second results in lines on a viewing screen
behind the crystal. Equationss1d ands2d allow only 19 inde-
pendent variants of 4WM processes. All these processes
were observed and explained.22 For a certain time the ques-
tion of 4WM scattering seemed to be settled in all details.
However, new types of parametric scattering were reported
recently which could not be explained in the frame of the
conventional 4WM model:s1d anomalous light spots in pe-
riodically poled LiNbO3:Fe sPPLNd23,24 and s2d sets of ver-
tical lines in single domain SBN:Cr25 ssee Fig. 1d. 4WM
models were developed and applied to explain this new para-
metric scattering. The mixing of coherent optical noise and
pump waves was traced to various combinations of noisy
gratings either with the domain gratingK D in PPLN formed
by ferroelectric layers with different orientation of the vector
Ps, or with the fundamental gratingK f =ka-kb in SBN re-
corded by pump beams. It is important to note that in PPLN
scattering spots are observed with the vectorK D parallel to
the pump angle bisector, while in SBN the grating vectorK f
is always normal to the bisector. An inclusion of the addi-
tional gratingsK f andK D in the phase-matching conditions
gives rise for a multitude of new multiwave processes. The
unified phase-matching conditions covering all known types
of parametric scatteringsincluding those newly reportedd
were proposed in Ref. 25:

rings: ka + kb + jK D = kd + kg, s3d

lines: ka − kb + jK f = kd − kg, s4d

where the indexj defines the multiplicity of supplementary
phase-matching gratingsK f or K D necessary to fulfill the
corresponding phase-matching conditions. Forj =0, Eqs.s3d
and s4d are reduced to Eqs.s1d and s2d of the conventional
4WM model, while forj Þ0 they describe the new scattering
processes. Equations3d perfectly fits vectorial diagrams of
the new parametric scattering in PPLN, indicating that
anomalous light spots are parts of the scattering cones ori-
ented along the propagation of the pump beams. All scatter-
ing lines reported in SBN can be described by Eq.s4d with
an even numberj . Particular mechanisms resulting in the
effective scattering in PPLN are discussed in detail in Ref.
26. The explanation of the new processes of parametric scat-
tering in SBN is only in its initial stages and requires further
effort.

In this paper we complete the phenomenological model of
new parametric scattering found in SBN25 and discuss all
possible 4WM processes which may result in the scattering.
An experimental study of the new 4WM processes is carried
out with an example of scattering lines with even indicesj
observed in a low-doped SBN:Cr crystal. The hysteresis be-
havior of the new scattering under high external electric
fields is reported, showing the strong dependence of the scat-
tering properties on the state of the crystal polar structure.
The temperature evolution of the scattering is studied in a
wide temperature range covering the transition from the
ferroelectric to the paraelectric phase. We show that the tem-
perature of the decay of local polar structures of definite
sizes in SBN can be measured by means of parametric scat-
tering and that it depends on the spatial scales of these struc-
tures.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A single crystal of Sr0.61Ba0.39Nb2O6 doped with 0.02
wt % Cr2O3 was grown by the modified Stepanov
technique27 and cut into cuboids with a thickness ofl
=6.1 mm and a large input face ofa3c=5.837.0 mm2. The
crystal was poled at room temperature by applying an exter-
nal electric field ofE=6 kV/cm for 24 h. Afterwards, it was
mounted onto a Peltier element in the setup shown in Fig. 1,
allowing a temperature adjustment in the range from 10 to
150 °C with an accuracy of 0.01 °C. The crystal was oriented
so that the spontaneous polarizationPs coincides with the
Cartesianz vector.

The sample was illuminated by two unexpanded beamssa
and b in Fig. 1d from either an Ar+-laser sl=488 nm and
dFWHM=1 mmd or a frequency-doubled Nd-YAG-lasersl
=532 nm,dFWHM=1.5 mmd. The beams impinged symmetri-
cally upon the crystal. The pump angle 2up betweena andb
could be varied between 3°,2up,180°. A viewing screen
was placed behind the sample to photograph 2D-patterns of
light-induced scattering in they-z plane. To measure the
angular intensity distributionIssusd in the scattering pattern
along thez axis, a photodetectorsnot shown in Fig. 1d with
an apex angleDus=0.5° was mounted on a motorized rota-
tion stage at a distance ofL=10 cm from the sample and was

FIG. 1. Experimental setup and scattering patterns from two
extraordinary pump beamsa andbs2up=5°d observed on a viewing
screen. The SBN sample is placed on a stack of Peltier elements to
control the crystal temperature. The crystal’sc faces are connected
to a dc power supply.
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rotated around it from −z to +z in the angular range of
−90°øusø +90° sin aird. The scattering angle correspond-
ing to the pump angle bisector was defined asus=0°. Nega-
tive and positive angles correspond to the −z and +z direc-
tion, respectively. The angular distribution of the scattering
pattern always was measured in the steady state. The entire
setup was placed within a black box with only a small hole
for the entrance of the pump beam in order to minimize the
noise from external light sources.

Both c surfaces of the sample are connected to a dc power
supply. The amplitudeEo of the electric field can be varied in
the range from −6 kV/cm to +6 kV/cm. Fields applied in
the direction of the original polarization are considered as
positive, while fields applied in the opposite direction are
considered as negative. First, the crystal is illuminated ho-
mogeneously by incoherent white light to erase any previous
holographic gratings. An external fieldEo is applied to the
illuminated crystal for a duration of 10 s, then it is switched
off. After a relaxation time of 1–2 min, the erasing light is
turned off and the crystal is illuminated with the pump
beams.

III. EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATION OF NEW
PARAMETRIC SCATTERING AND

PHENOMENOLOGICAL MODEL

Two coherent extraordinarily polarized beams with the
wavelengthl=488 nm intersecting in SBN:Cr induce para-
metric scattering, resulting in series of vertical lines on the
viewing screen. The scattering lines have the same polariza-
tion as the incident light and are observed only at small
pump angles 2up,40° smeasured in aird. The number of
lines and their angular position strongly depend on the pump
angle up. Figure 1 shows the typical scattering pattern ob-
served in SBN:Cr forl=488 nm and pump intensitiesIa

= Ib=600 mW/cm2. Pump beams are marked by black disks
on the viewing screen. At 2up=5°, the pattern consists of
three lines in the −c direction and two lines in the +c direc-
tion. The line intensity decreases drastically with increasing
angle. The parametric scattering appears against the back-
ground of beam fanning, with the bright lobe oriented along
the −c direction. That results in an additional enhancement of
lines on the −c side and a partial depletion of lines on the +c
side. The same lines are observed in the backward scattered
light propagating towards the incident beams. Similarly to
the forward scattering lines, the angular positions of the
backward scattering lines depend only on the angle between
the pump beams, not on the angle of incidence of the pump
beams on the crystal. This indicates that all lines are parts of
nested cones with different apex angles and a common axis
normal to the pump angle bisector. It is important to note that
the lines are not due to a scattering of high orders of diffrac-
tion of the pump beams, since there were no such high orders
observed in the experiment. If the higher orders of diffraction
from the fundamental gratingK f would exist, they will co-
incide with scattering lines observed in Fig. 1. The higher
diffraction orders may induce the conventional B-process de-
scribed in Ref. 22 and, respectively, yield the scattering lines
at the same angular positions. However, in our particular

case, the higher order of diffraction is avoided because of the
rather large thickness of the sample. Also, the chosen geom-
etry of the experiment does not allow an effective recording
and amplification of the photorefractive gratings via the con-
ventional process described by Eq.s2d, because of the zero
value of the corresponding electro-optic coefficientsr13 and
r23. The existence of the lines can not be described by any of
the phase-matching conditions given by Eqs.s1d and s2d in
the frame of the conventional 4WM model of parametric
scattering.

We apply a 4WM model based on phase-matching condi-
tions given by Eq.s4d to explain the appearance of lines in
Fig. 1 as a result of parametric mixing of the pump wavesa
andb and two sets of seed wavesg j andd j sscattered sym-
metrically at angles ±usd on noisy gratings. The noisy grat-
ings are recorded by different pairs of seed and pump waves,
and the strong fundamental gratingK f =ka−kb, is recorded
only by the pump waves. Pump and seed waves record the
following sets of noisy gratings:

K sj = kg j − kb, s5d

K s8 j = ka − kd j , s6d

K dj = kd j − kb, s7d

K pj = kg j − ka. s8d

A general feature of 4WM phase-matching conditions is their
invariance to Cartesian coordinates, therefore, a spatial ori-
entation of the wave vectors in Figs. 2, 4, and 5 does not
depend on the particular definition of the axes.

Figure 2 shows the phase-matching diagrams for seed-
pump pairsa-d j andb-g j for various indicesj fulfilled by a
combination of the vectorsK sj, K s8 j and jK f. The diagrams
are plotted in the plane of the incoming pump beam. The
vectorsK sj and K s8 j formed by two symmetric seed-pump
pairs are not parallel, but obey the equation

K sj + jK f = K s8 j s9d

Therefore, diffraction of the waveg j on the combination
sK s8 j − jK fd and the waved j on the combinationsK sj+ jK fd
is equivalent to diffraction of these waves on the gratingK sj
andK s8 j, respectively. This equivalence provides a paramet-
ric enhancement of the gratingsK sj andK s8 j and increasing
amplitudes of wavesg j andd j . After the corresponding sub-
stitution of K sj, K s8 j andK f, Eq. s9d can be rewritten as

s j + 1dska − kbd = kd j − kg j . s10d

Equations10d is another form of the phase-matching con-
ditions fEq. s4dg with K f =ka−kb. According to Eq.s10d and
Fig. 2, the larger the index of a line in the series is, the more
vectors K f are necessary to complete the phase-matching
conditions: linesg1 and d1 can be formed with a single
grating K f, lines g2 and d2 need 2K f, etc. The scattering
angle also increases with the indexj :

sinusj = s j + 1dsinup. s11d
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The number of lines in a set decreases with increasing
pump angle, the largest number of scattering lines, which is
possible at a particular pump angle 2up, equals jmax
= intfsin−1 up−1g. The theoretical dependence ofusj on 2up

calculated with Eq.s11d is shown in Fig. 3 for thed-series at
1ø j ø6. The angular dependence for theg-series differs
only in the sign ofusj. The symbols represent the actually
observed position of the lines. A comparison of the experi-
mental and theoretical curves shows that only lines with even
index j are observed in the experiment. The absence of lines
with odd indices indicates that the corresponding 4WM pro-
cesses are suppressed in SBN. One possible reason for this
behavior is that the phases of waves and gratings involved in
the process can depend on the parity of the indexj . Probably,
odd indices result in destructive wave mixing with no effec-
tive parametric amplification of seed waves. Below, we will
discuss only 4WM processes with evenj , while a discussion
for odd processes can be performed in a similar way.

We take into account that the gratingK f considerably ex-
tends the possible variants of parametric mixing. Figure 4
shows four 4WM processes with different multiplicity of the
supplementary gratingK f resulting in the same scattering
pair d2-g2. The diagrama is an excerpt from Fig. 2 forj
=2 showing the mixing via vectorsK sj, K s8 j and 2K f accord-
ing to Eq. s9d. Diagramsb and c show a mixing via two
spatially symmetric sets of vectorsK sj, K dj and 3K f, and
K s8 j, K pj and 3K f, respectively:

K sj + s j + 1dK f = K dj, s12d

K pj + s j + 1dK f = K s8 j . s13d

Finally, diagramd is 4WM via a combination ofK pj, K dj
and 4K f:

K pj + 2jK f = K dj. s14d

Parametric amplification of seed waves in the case of Eqs.
s12d–s14d is due to the virtual equivalence between different
combinations of the noisy gratingsK sj, K s8 j, K pj, K dj, and
the fundamental gratingK f. Corresponding substitutions re-
duce Eqs.s12d–s14d to the general expression of the phase-

matching conditionsfEq. s4dg. Therefore, all of these four
4WM processes should yield the same scattering lines. Ac-
cording to Eq.s11d, no even lines should exist at 2up*39°,
in agreement with the experimental observations. Also, Eq.
s11d predicts lines with even indexj =f2–20g at 2up=5°,
while only lines with j =2, 4, and 6 are found in the experi-
ment. This is because the actual number of lines that can be
observed depends on the efficiency of the corresponding
4WM processes, which strongly decreases with the multi-
plicity of the vectorK f enclosing the phase-matching dia-
grams. The efficiency of 4WM processes shown in Fig. 4
decreases froma to d.

At the same time, the geometry of the new 4WM pro-
cesses results in additional interesting effects of interference
and cascading of 4WM processes, promoting the new para-
metric scattering. The interference effect is obvious from the
fact that different 4WM processes result in the same scatter-
ing lines. If parametric processes interfere constructively, the
resulting exponential increment describing the total paramet-
ric amplification of seed waves should additively increase,28

and scattering will be considerably enhanced. A cascading
effect for scattering waves with evenj is shown in Fig. 5sad.
The wavesd2 andg2 are amplified via the primary paramet-
ric process given in Fig. 4sad and can be considered as

FIG. 2. Phase matching diagrams of 4 WM processes described by Eq.s10d: general view in the plane of incidence forj =1–4. Lines with
odd sevend indices are drawn in grayscalesblackd, respectively.

FIG. 3. Scattering angleus vs pump angleup for scattering lines
d1−d6. Marks are experimental results, while theoretical curves are
taken from Eq.s11d.
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“pump” waves for the next scattering paird4 andg4, while
these waves will serve as the pumps for wavesd6 andg6,
etc. In general case, “pump” waveskg j, kd j and “scattering”
waves kgs j+2d, kds j+2d record gratingsK cj=kds j+2d−kd j and
K c8 j =kgs j+2d−kg j, which difference is alwaysK cj−K c8 j

=K s2−K s82=2K f. Therefore, the pump energy can be effec-
tively transferred to waves with larger index via waves with
smaller j . At the same time, the cascading effect for oddj is
expected to be less effective, because the relationK cj−K c8 j
=K s1−K s81 is not fulfilled. As it is shown in Fig. 5sbd, K cj
−K c8 j =2K f, while K s1−K s81=K f.

According to the conventional model of the photorefrac-
tive effect,8 recording of refractive index gratings in SBN:Cr
occurs as follows: An interference pattern formed by two
coherent waves excites electrons into the conducting band
from donor levels Cr3+ in regions of high light intensity. The

electrons migrate due to thermal diffusion and are trapped by
acceptor levels Cr4+ in regions of low light intensity. The
resulting space-charge field modulates the index of refraction
via the linear electro-optic effect, and a photorefractive grat-
ing is recorded. The 4WM efficiency depends on the strength
of the recorded gratings, particularly on the strength of the
fundamental gratingK f. The grating strength in turn depends
on the contrast of the interference pattern and on the pump
angle betweena and b. Therefore, the scattering intensity
exhibits a strong dependence on the pump ratiomp= Ia / Ib

25

and on the angleup. Figure 6 shows the dependence of the
scattering intensity of the linesd2 andd4 on the pump angle.
The intensity of both lines is measured in the plane of inci-
dence and then normalized with the pump intensityIp

S= Ia

+ Ib. The decrease of the scattering intensity of lined2 ob-
served at 2up.20° is due to the space-charge limitation at
the increasing spatial frequency, which is typical for SBN.
For comparison, the two-beam coupling coefficient measured
asGl = 1

2 lnfIasldIbs0d/Ias0dIbsldg is also shown in Fig. 6. The
drop of the intensity of lined4 occurs at smaller angles than
of line d2 becauseK s84, K p4, K d4.K s82, K p2, K d2. The de-

FIG. 4. Phase matching diagrams of 4 WM processes for lines
d2 andg2 described by Eq.s9d sad, Eq. s12d sbd, Eq. s13d scd, and
Eq. s14d sdd shown in the plane of incidence.

FIG. 5. Phase matching diagrams depicting a cascading effect in
parametric multiwave mixing.

FIG. 6. Dependence of the intensity of linesd2 and d4 and
two-beam coupling coefficientGl vs the pump angle 2up.
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crease of the scattering intensity at small angles is a clear
indication of the photorefractive origin of the new scattering:
the diffusion process dominating the charge transport in SBN
is a sine function of the angle between two waves at small
recording angles. Note that gratings recorded in materials
with dominating diffusion arep /2-shifted with respect to the
initial interference patterns. Such a spatial shift allows an
additional light amplification by two-wave coupling in the −c
direction, which usually leads to the development of spatially
asymmetric beam fanning10 seen in Fig. 1. Direct pump-seed
coupling also results in an additional enhancement of the
lines in the −c direction and a depletion in the +c direction.

A presence of scattering lines with evenj and an absence
of ones with oddj cannot be explained by considering only
the phase-matching diagrams. An appearance of the particu-
lar type of parametric scattering is defined by the efficiency
of the corresponding 4WM process, which in its turn de-
pends on photorefractive properties of the medium. For in-
stance, as it is shown for ring-scattering processes fulfilled
via the domain gratingK D oriented in the direction of wave
propagation, the processes with evenj are only effective via
a photovoltaic contribution to the photorefractive recording,
while diffusion governs processes with oddj .26 It is because
of different properties of the photovoltaic and diffusion re-
sponse in the periodically poled structures. However, such a
trend is not the case for a homogeneously poled SBN and
line-scattering processes fulfilled via the fundamental grating
K f orthogonal to the pump angle bisector. Here, the effect of
the photovoltaic and diffusion contribution on the efficiency
of even and odd parametric processes should be different
from that reported for PPLN. An intricate and multicom-
pound configurations of 4WM greatly complicates a theoret-
ical analysis of the parametric amplification processes. A
derivation of the exact expression of the corresponding am-
plification coefficients requires an elaboration of a new
4WM theory adapted to the new phase-matching conditions,
which is beyond of the scope of this paper.

IV. FERROELECTRICITY DRIVEN PROPERTIES
OF PARAMETRIC SCATTERING

SBN is a typical relaxor ferroelectric, which means that
the polar structure does not immediately break down at a
sharp phase transition temperature; instead, local polar clus-
ters survive far into the paraelectric phase. Usually, the tem-
peratureTm of the maximum of the dielectric response is
taken as the transition temperature. However, the value thus
received is an integrated response of the crystal over differ-
ent domain/cluster sizes. Because of the strong temperature
dispersion of the decay of different scales in the polar
structure,17 a phase transition temperature cannot be defined
and measured.

For doped SBN,Tm is rather close to the room tempera-
ture. In the ferroelectric phase, the polar structure of SBN
consists of ferroelectric domains of different sizes from doz-
ens of nanometers to hundreds of micrometers.29 Electric
poling of the sample aligns most of the domains along the
direction of the external field, yielding a non-zero polariza-
tion in the crystal. However, poling does not eliminate bulk

domains completely. For temperatures higher than the phase
transition temperature, the domain structure is substituted by
less stable polar clusters causing nonzero macroscopic polar-
ization, decaying gradually with temperature. As the linear
electro-optic effect is a function of the spontaneous polariza-
tion Ps, the efficiency of photorefractive recording in SBN
depends on the state of the polar structure. The largest
electro-optic coefficientr33, which is mainly responsible for
the gratings shown in Figs. 2, 4, and 5 can be written as:30

r33 = 2g33P3«33«o, s15d

where P3=Ps, g33 is the quadratic electro-optic coefficient,
and«33 and«o are dielectric permittivity and dielectric con-
stant. Any changes in the polar state will affect light-induced
scattering. The appearance and efficiency of the scattering
can be controlled by external electric fields viaPs. In an
electrically poled sample with most domains oriented in one
direction, the photorefractive response and light-induced
scattering are very pronounced. However, at a negative ex-
ternal fieldEo equal to the coercive fieldEc, the spontaneous
polarization and electro-optic coefficient approach zero, and
all photorefractive properties vanish. Intensity and angular
distribution of the seed scattering is also defined by the spa-
tial order of the ferroelectric domains in SBN. According to
the model of seed scattering,17 photorefractive scattering
centers in SBN are anomalies of the refractive indexdn in-
duced via the linear electro-optic effect by internal electric
fields located on domain tips. In an electrically poled sample
with spatially ordered ferroelectric domains,dn-anomalies
form diffraction structures with different spatial frequencies
defined by the sizeL of the corresponding domains. Diffrac-
tion of the incident light ondn-structures with the spatial
period L results in seed scattering propagating at the angle
us=2 arcsinsl /2Ld. Seed scattering propagating at smallus

corresponds to large domains, while large-angle scattering is
due to small domains. The efficiency of the seed scattering
increases in samples with a well-ordered polar structure
spoled samplesd and decreases in samples with a disordered
structuresunpoled samplesd.15 Since the spontaneous polar-
ization and the polar structure decay when the crystal is
heated aboveTm, light-induced scattering decreases as well.
For different spatial scales this decrease occurs at different
temperatures, since smaller domains are less stable than
larger ones. This makes parametric scattering a particularly
interesting tool for a contactless study of the relaxor phase
transition. The parametric scattering observed in SBN has
angle-selective properties: 4WM results in the enhancement
of scattering components propagating only in the angular
interval defined by the corresponding phase-matching condi-
tions. The recorded photorefractive gratings correspond to
the limited spectrum of spatial frequencies in the polar struc-
ture. Therefore, the temperature evolution of the parametric
scattering should possess all necessary information on the
temperature dependent decay of the polar structure with the
particular spatial scale. Note that the angular-selective nature
is an important advantage of the parametric scattering com-
pared to beam fanning, when the task is to study the particu-
lar spatial scale in the polar structure of the crystal. With
beam fanning one can evaluate the state of the polar structure
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in a rather wide spatial spectral range, while we restrict the
analysis only to domains with the certain sizeL defined by
the scattering angleus due to parametric scattering. These
two methods may complete each other when applied to the
study of changes in the polar structure caused by external
fields or by thermal heating. The corresponding results re-
ceived by the beam fanning method are represented in Refs.
15–17. Below we apply the new parametric scattering to ana-
lyze some particular polar scaless1d at the spatial reversal
and the ferroelectric hysteresis, ands2d at the thermal decay
over the phase transition.

A. Spatial reversal and hysteresis behavior of parametric
scattering

To study the spatial reversal of the domain structure, first
a high external fieldEo=−5.0 kV/cm is applied to the SBN
sample at room temperature. After the field is switched off
and the crystal is illuminated by the two pump beams with
the wavelength l=488 nm and intensities Ia= Ib

=600 mW/cm2, the scattering pattern on the viewing screen
appears spatially reversed compared to the pattern shown in
Fig. 1: Now the strong lines develop at positive angles and
weak lines at negative angles. The total scattering intensity is
almost unchanged by the repoling procedure. The lobe of
beam fanning also switches its orientation to positive angles
us. All these changes are due to the spatial reversal ofPs by
the negative external field. The absolute value ofPs was not
changed by this procedure, since the total amount of the
scattered light was the same before and after the reversal.
The Ps reversal does not affect the efficiency of the 4WM
processes, but inverses the direction of the two-wave cou-
pling. Posterior application of a positive electric fieldEo
=5.0 kV/cm switches the vectorPs and the scattering pattern
back to its original state.

The evolution of the parametric scattering pattern under a
gradually increasing external field allows to study the ferro-
electric hysteresis. A pump angle 2up=28° is chosen so that
only two linesd2 andg2 appear in the scattering patternssee
Fig. 2d. Eo is changed in small steps from zero toEo=
−5 kV/cm, then increased in the opposite direction toEo
=5 kV/cm. After the reduction of the field back toEo=0 the
hysteresis loop is closed. After each step, the value of the
scattering ratio coefficientms=sId2− Ig2d / sId2+ Ig2d is deter-
mined as a measure of the spatial order in the polar structure.
This coefficient depends on the state of spontaneous polar-
ization in the crystal and changes its sign when the scattering
pattern andPs are reversed by the external field. Two com-
plete loops of the ferroelectric hysteresis were performed.
Figure 7 shows the corresponding dependence ofms on Eo.
The horizontal plateau on the scattering hysteresis curves
correspond to the two stable states of the polar structure with
mutually opposite orientations ofPs. The end point of the
second loop is marginally lower than that of the first loop,
implying a gradual reduction of the spontaneous polarization
during repoling at room temperatures. The scattering ratioms
passes through zero when the external fieldEo approaches
the coercive fieldEc. The coercive field is asymmetric for
both loops: On the negative side, it remains constant atEc

=−2.4 kV/cm for both hysteresis loops, but on the positive
side it increases fromEc=2.75 kV/cm for the first loop to
Ec=4.4 kV/cm for the second loop. This difference can be
explained by the pinning effect usually observed in ferroelec-
tric hysteresis experiments.31 At the same time, further rep-
etitions of the experiment show rather good reproducibility
of the scattering hysteresis: the next two loops are almost the
same as the second loop. This can be attributed to the mini-
mization effect of optical irradiation on the domain pinning
earlier reported for highly doped SBN.15,32

In conclusion, the observation of the scattering hysteresis
proves that the photorefractive response in SBN is a function
of the polar structure of the crystal and can be applied to the
study of its ferroelectric properties.

B. Temperature evolution of parametric scattering

The temperature study of the parametric scattering was
performed at a pump beam wavelength ofl=532 nm and
intensities ofIa= Ib=300 mW/cm2. The photorefractive re-
sponse in SBN decreases with increasing wavelength. At the
chosen wavelength only two linesd2 andg2 are observed
over the whole pump angle interval, and therefore no influ-
ence to the temperature dependence of these lines from other
lines is expected. The vectorsK f, K s2 andK s82 involved in
the corresponding 4WM processes have nearly the same spa-
tial periods. The temperature evolution of light-induced scat-
tering was measured at two different pump angles 2up
=3.4° and 12° corresponding to one of the lowest and the
highest intensity of the lined2, respectively. The first angle
corresponds to spatial structures with a periodL=9 mm,
while the second one selectsL=2.5 mm. Figure 8 shows
angular profiles of the light intensity behind the sample mea-
sured for three different temperaturesT=25, 63, and 90 °C.
All scans present steady state intensity distributions in the
plane of incidence. The two central maxima are caused by
the transmitted pump beams, while two peaks appearing at
larger angles are scattering lines. The complete temperature
dependence of the total intensity of the parametric scattering
Is

S= Id2+ Ig2 measured at 2up=12° and 3.4 ° is shown in Figs.

FIG. 7. Scattering hysteresis measured atl=488 nm: coefficient
ms vs external electric fieldEo. First and second loops are marked
by circles and squares, respectively. The solid symbols label the
start and the end points of the first and second loop, respectively.
The arrows show the direction of the change ofE0.
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9sad and 9sbd, respectively. The curves are normalized toIs
S

at T=15 °C, marked by circles. At 2up=12°, the lines remain
almost unchanged in intensity at low temperatures, decrease
at T.30 °C, and vanish atT=72 °C. A different behavior is
observed at 2up=3.4°: First, the line intensity strongly in-
creases with increasing temperature, peaks atT=60 °C and
vanishes to zero atT=79 °C. A qualitatively similar tempera-
ture behavior is observed for two-beam coupling under com-
parable geometrical conditions. The corresponding curves of
the coupling coefficientGl are shown in Figs. 9sad and 9sbd
by squares. These results can be interpreted in light of the
fact that scattering components propagating at different
angles are associated with different domain structures. The
photorefractive response in SBN depends on the electro-
optic coefficientr33, which increases with temperature.6 This
is the reason of the strong increase of scattering lines at small
pump angles. At the same time, the spatial disorder and the
following decay of the domain structure occurring aboveTm
weaken the photorefractive grating recording. Note again
that because of the relaxor behavior the spontaneous polar-
ization and photorefractive properties of SBN do not vanish
abruptly, but decay gradually with temperature. Since small-
scale structures decay faster and easier than large-scale struc-
tures, the decrease of the parametric scattering at large angles
takes place at lower temperatures than for small angles. The
maximum of Is at a particular angleus indicates the decay
temperature of polar structures with the particular sizeL
= l/2 sinus/2 . Since conventional phase transition mea-
surement methods always average over domains of all sizes,
they result in much higher values ofTm.

V. CONCLUSION

A complete phenomenological analysis of new processes
of parametric light-induced scattering recently found in SBN
has been presented. The conical scattering induced by two
pump beams and resulting in series of light lines is caused by
4WM processes between scattering and pump waves involv-
ing the fundamental grating recorded by the pump beams.
Generalized phase-matching conditions for the new 4WM
processes are derived. The properties of the scattering have
been investigated in low-doped SBN:Cr at different tempera-
tures and under externally applied electric fields. Parametric
scattering is suggested as a promising tool giving an addi-
tional information on ferroelectric and relaxor properties of
SBN at the certain domain size selected by the corresponding
phase matching conditions. The scattering hysteresis has
been found and interpreted as the result of a strong correla-
tion between the photorefractive and ferroelectric properties
of SBN. The decay of polar areas of different spatial scale
above the relaxor phase transition has been observed directly
from the temperature dependence of the scattering intensity.
The study of the new scattering is of paramount importance
for further developments of the 4WM theory and for a better
understanding of processes of parametric amplification of co-
herent noise in nonlinear optical materials.
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FIG. 8. Angular profiles of scattering pattern in the plane of
incidence measured atT=25, 63, and 90 °C for 2up=12° sad and
3.4° sbd.

FIG. 9. Temperature dependence of scattering intensityIs
S

and two-beam coupling coefficientGl measured at 2up=12° sad
and 3.4°sbd.
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